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JESUS provides HOPE through Burden Bearing 
Galatians 6:1-5 

 

The Church: A Place of Hope 
 

 
Theme: A fruit of the Spirit is reaching out to the fallen in loving grace and seeking to restore them to 
wholeness in the body. 
 
Introduction:  
This HOPE comes to us through our DESIGN, our IDENTITY, in HIS WORK, and now through the 
believing community.  Galatians 6 provides insight as to what this struggle looks like individually and 
in community. The language in Galatians 6 is one of burden. If Paul’s thought flows from chapter 5, then 
bearing one another’s burden is a fruit of the Holy Spirit. This is what the Holy Spirit does in us and 
through us to those around us. 
 
Outline: 
 

I. Burden bearing is a family issue (“Brethren” [v. 1a]) 
 

II. Burden bearing is necessary when anyone has been overtaken in a fault [v. 1a]. 
 

III. Burden bearing is the responsibility of the spiritual (“you who are spiritual” [v.1b]) 
 

IV. Burden bearing has as its goal restoration (“restore such a one” [v. 1b]) 
 

V. Burden bearing comes with a spirit of gentleness (“In a spirit of gentleness” [v. 1b]) 
 

A. Why do we come with gentleness? 
 

B. What is the source of this gentleness (v. 2)? 
 

C. What are obstacles to gentleness? 
 

1. We come with the wrong spirit (v.1b [‘spirit of gentleness’]) 
2. We come with the wrong mindset (v. 3 [‘if anyone thinks he is something’]) 
3. We come with the wrong perspective (v. 4) 

 

VI. Burden bearers bear their own burdens first (v. 5) 
 

Shepherding the Sheep: (What is the NEXT STEP?) 
 

1. Paul is big on helping the hurting and strengthening the weak (Rom. 14; 15:1-7). 
2. Who among you is being crushed by the weight of life? 
3. Who can you come alongside of to help? 
4. Who do you need to be praying for and encouraging? 
5. Be careful how harshly you treat those who find themselves in bondage to any addiction.  Sin always 

takes us further than we wish to go, it will cost us more than we wish to pay, and keep us longer than 
we wish to stay.  What starts as a small pleasure soon becomes a consuming prison. 

6. God never intended you to go it alone.    WBC is a grace-based fellowship.  We do not shoot our 
wounded or seek to conform you into our image.  We believe Jesus Christ is enough.  I would strongly 
encourage you to become a part of this loving family. 


